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Overview

oContext

oChanging dimensions of social 

responsibility

oConsidering the Global Criteria and 

the business case for Business 

Event Design 

oUniversal Design as platform

oCase study

Research:

Exploration 
• Literature research (see forthcoming paper)

• Published case studies 
• eg www.the-iceberg.org

Current activity
• Interviews with conference venues & 

convention bureaux

Next 
• Interviews with delegates/attendees

• Workshops (issues and applications)

https://www.napier.ac.uk/courses/msc-business-event-management-postgraduate-fulltime
http://www.the-iceberg.org/
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Why ?

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/news/communications-material/

Implemented in 

2016

Specific reference 

to disability 11 

times, including:

4. Education

8. Growth and 

employment

10. Inequality

11. Accessibility

17. Partnership

UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development

www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/www.un.org/disabilities/documents/sdgs/disability_inclusive_sdgs.pdf
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These policy drivers 
demonstrate the increasing 

emphasis on providing 
facilities and services which 

can be accessed and 
experienced by all members 

of a community 

(Persson, Åhman, Yngling & Gulliksen, 2015). 

As workplaces become more 
diverse, it stands to reason 

that participants at Business 
Events will also reflect that 

diversity.

Why Access is important

In the UK, the potential spending 

power of people with disabilities is 

£12 billion. Businesses would all like to 

do the right thing for their corporate 

social responsibility agenda but another 

great motivator is the business case, 

the revenue they are potentially missing 

out on. Plus it’s engaging for staff; once 

they start looking at accessibility, they 

find it really rewarding.”

Chris McCoy, Head of Accessible Tourism

Visit Scotland (2016)

CSR Business Case?
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Business 
Events & 

Legacy

Business Event Legacies

• Intrinsic legacies

• Practice legacies

• Social legacies

• Economic legacies

• Attitudinal legacies

(Foley, Edwards & Schlenker, 2014)

Preuss, 2014

Tourism and 
disability & 

access 

A business case for accessible tourism
(Darcy, Cameron & Pegg, 2011)

Accessibility as comparative factor for destinations 
(Vila, Darcy, & González, 2015; Cloquet, Palomino, Shaw, Stephen, & 

Taylor, 2018). 

Legacy associated with disability considered in 

disability sports

“Enhancing destination competitiveness    

through disability sport legacies”

(Dickson, Misener, & Darcy, 2017)
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Design and access

• Event design is needfully audience centric
(Robertson and Brown, 2015)

• Often about regulatory process.

Universal design:

‘‘performance and participation’’ for 
disabled people, ‘‘while mitigating the stigma and 
segregation that often characterise traditional…” 

“high value on both diversity and 
inclusiveness..” 

(Imrie & Luck, 2014,1315)

Design for all is ‘‘design for human diversity, social 
inclusion and equality’’ (EIDD, 2004, online). 

Design and access
Universal design

• A more balanced and equitable base for 
designed space ensuring designed 
artefacts are “sensitised to, and 
accommodating of, diverse bodily, 
sensory, capabilities” and potentially 
liberating people who have disabiliites
from design that may in itself be 
disabling while also improving their 
independence. 

(Sandford, 2012 in Imrie and Luck 2014)

Caveat:
• “Disability safari” (after McGarvey, 2017)
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Design and access

Universal design

• The empathetic and co-design 
process is used increasingly in the 
museum environment, emphasising a 
process of co-production

(Hesseldahl, McGinley, & Monk, 2018)

• With, for example, inclusion of 
sensory mapswww.museumoflondon.org.uk

https://www.museumoflondon.org.uk/application/files/3515/3417/2482/18149_Sensory_Map_for_MoL.jpg
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Case Study

Autism-Europe International 
Congress 2016

EICC, Edinburgh

“Happy, Healthy, 
Empowered”

Theme chosen by Scientific committee 

>60% autistic individuals/family members

Why Access is important for EICC?

“With some 700,000 people on the 

autism spectrum in the UK alone, who 

together with their families make up 

around 2.8 million people whose lives 

are touched by the condition every day, 

the conversation around autism is 

growing – and so is the Autism-Europe 

International Congress.

In September the EICC hosted the 11th 

edition of the Congress. This year’s event 

welcomed 1,650 professionals, 

organisations and individuals – far more 

than initially anticipated.”
https://conferencecall.eicc.co.uk/2016/winter/case-study/

CSR Business Case?
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EICC: experience design

• Autism Accreditation and 
having autism champions

• Redesigning website with 
autism links 

• Became one of 4 venues who 
gave out autism back packs
over the Fringe festival

Design is…
Understanding 

needs

https://www.edfringe.com/experience/accessibility-and-additional-needs
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Design is… 
Understanding 
Environments 

Forward thinking

• The European Disability Strategy 
(2010–2020) looked to raise 
percentage people with disabilities 
working in the labour market 

(Moody, Saunders, Leber, Wójcik-Augustyniak, Szajczyk, & 
Rebernik, 2017) 

• Here we suggest one route of 
inclusion in the Business Tourism 
area too in response to the global 
goal for inclusive (not just 
representative) equality
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So what?

What is our challenge as Business Event educators?
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